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jeep cherokee xj wikipedia - the jeep cherokee xj is a compact sport utility vehicle manufactured and marketed across a
single generation by jeep in the united states from 1983 to 2001 and globally through 2014, jeep cherokee kl wikipedia the jeep cherokee kl is a compact crossover suv manufactured and marketed by the jeep subdivision of fiat chrysler
automobiles introduced for model year 2014 at the 2013 new york international auto show sales began in november 2013,
2010 jeep wrangler jk specs quadratec - 2010 wrangler simplifies soft top abilities more jeep wrangler rolls into its fourth
year of the jk era sporting a revised and much easier to use soft top as well as new standard features such as fog lamps tow
hooks outdoor temperature gauge and eco drive system across the entire wrangler line all helping refine the vehicle while it
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